Research Methodology

An attempt has been made in this paper to discuss the research method, that have been adapted in the present research study.

The present thesis is concerned with the struggle of women in India to achieve a status equality which existed in the Vedic period, pre-independence period after independence period, in the present Constitution of India. The women’s movement has been a tough as it requires the victory of old traditions like caste system and made domination

The research study will desire the efforts made the, NGOs (Non Governmental Organization) which are heavily involve with defining and raising the status of women particularly in the slum areas,
**Methodology**

An intensive preliminary preparation will be done keeping in mind the prerequisite of the study.

1. To ascertain the scope of conducting such study in Maharashtra
2. To prepare comprehensive list of the NGOs in Maharashtra in (Mumbai) to decide upon the sampling procedure
3. To decide upon sources, tool & techniques of data collection.
4. To collect necessary information which will held in the preparation & interview schedule.

As a part of preliminary investigation contact office of the assistant charity commissioner Mumbai, the department of social welfare, Mumbai the department of women and child development, Mumbai. with view to get an idea about the functioning of the NGOs and to prepare a list of NGOs functioning in Mumbai.

**Sources of Data**

Data of the present study will obtain from to sources

1. Secondary data in form of documents available relative to formed objectives, intake polices program, facilities and contribution.
2. Primary data in the form of responses from the precedents or sectaries of the NGOs, Advocates those who are tackling the women’s issues in the high court or supreme court, organizational representative of the concerning department and NGOs, interviews with the social etc will collect with the help of structure interview schedule.

**Sample Design**

Main focused of the study would be the to know the women’s movement from the Vedic period to till now constitutional rights for the protection of women, judicial activation for liberation of women & their development also to study the work NGOs in Mumbai Maharashtra.

So the recherché will approach the concerning departments as well as selected NGOs for the purpose of the study.

Selection of NGOs will be there by looking their function, work experience and whether they have registered with the office of the charity commissioner

**Sources of the Respondents**

1. The government body of the NGOs
Chairmen / Sectaries will be respondent selected for the study for collating the primary data.

Eminent Advocate those who have are tackling issue of women

**Method of data collection**

1. Personal interview with the help of the structure interview schedule will be main method use for the collection of primary data.

2. Heads of the NGOs will be skeptic about this study.

3. The sample out responding NGOs will be contacted through letters, telephone & appointment take for the research to collect the data that researcher wanted.

**Interview schedule**

An interview schedule will design to collect the information form departments, organization, courts, NGOs, library. The interview schedule will consists of

1. Background information

2. Nature, structure, objectives and laws enacted

3. Constitutional provision

4. Government Policies in women’s empowerment

5. Role of NGOs in women’s empowerment

6. Their problems and difficulties and suggestion

7. Literature of women’s movement

8. Judicial Perspectives

9. Library work